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Your Presenter Today

• Charles G. Humphrey, JD
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Your Hosts Today

• Facilitator:
Chuck Gouge

• Question Board Moderator
Joanne Pecina
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During the webinar

• All attendees lines are muted
• Question board available and monitored

– Please send in questions
– We will answer as many submitted questions as 

possible

• Follow up questions and comments can be 
sent to:
• support@erisapedia.com
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Introduction/Agenda

• Challenges & opportunities
• Litigation & investigation avoidance
• Adviser role
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Good afternoon all. I’m very happy to be here with you today.  And, thanks Chuck for that totally underserved introduction. I want to share with you my thoughts on the challenges & opportunities presented to advisers by last year’s litigation: how you can use these developments to build your practices and to solidify existing relationships. Think of it this way. What is your value to clients if you can help prevent a lawsuit from being filed? What is your value to clients in avoiding a DOL investigation? I know from experience that defending a lawsuit or going through an examination can be very expensive in money and in terms of time. So, the value of avoiding these things is “priceless.” And advisers are in the best position to help their clients do this. And you can help them based on what you already do. *It is in your interest to be proactive, considering the pressures you face. 



Adviser Ecosystem

• Marketplace pressures
• Margins
• Fiduciary rule
• Litigation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You work in an increasingly competitive environment. Free, fee information is publicly available on the DOL website that can be used to undercut you. You also face decreasing margins. Recently I saw a study that shows fees have decreased 30% since 2001. You are doing more and getting paid less. On June 9 the fiduciary rule went into effect. The rule is a double whammy. First, you’ve got uncertainty over how to comply. Second you’ve got increased plan sponsor sensitivity to your fees. The long, very public debate over the rule heightened public awareness a lot. Then there is the 401(k) plan litigation. Over 75 cases have been filed in the last 10 years. These cases hone in with more and more precision on fiduciaries. That translates into to more risk and exposure to liability for you and your clients.. Last year’s litigation only adds to this mix. There is another factor that ought to be concerning--- health care costs. If you think of compensation paid to employees as coming in three buckets --- one, direct compensation, the second 401(k) plan contributions, and the third health care – there is reason to be worried. The bucket that is getting more and more of the money is not 401(k) plans. I think financial advisers will have to become proactive in this area. But that’s another story for another day. The question now is what does this environment and the 2016 litigation mean for you? *In order to understand that litigation, let’s look at the basic fiduciary law. 



ERISA Fiduciary Standard

• The problem
• Prudent man standard of care
• Fiduciaries are on their own
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d like to start with a question.  What’s the problem with ERISA from the perspective of a plan fiduciary? I think it’s this. It doesn’t tell them what they have to do when making important plan decisions. What are the appropriate steps when choosing investments? What are the appropriate steps in choosing an adviser? There is no playbook like the one Tom Brady has on Sunday afternoon. What fiduciaries have instead is the prudent man standard? The standard sets general expectations. Fiduciaries are left to figure out how to meet those expectations. *Let’s look at the specific elements of this rule.



ERISA Fiduciary Standard

• Act solely in the interest
• Exclusive purpose of providing 

benefits
• Pay reasonable expenses
• Care, skill, prudence, diligence
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It says fiduciaries have to --- Act solely in the interest of participants and beneficiaries --- that is, don’t act with anybody else’s interests in mind --- Fiduciaries must act for the exclusive purpose of providing benefits to participants and their beneficiaries --- that is, don’t think about anything else other than the best way to provide benefits.--- They must defray reasonable expenses of administering the plan --- don’t buy what you don’t need and don’t pay too much.--- Fiduciaries must act with the care, skill, prudence, and diligence under the circumstances  -- then prevailing -- that a prudent man acting in a like capacity and familiar with such matters would use in the conduct of an enterprise of a like character and with like aims --- in other words, don’t act like a dummy who knows nothing about 401(k) plans. --- Is there anything in what I just said that tells fiduciaries exactly what they have to do?  What does it mean to “act solely in the interest of participants and beneficiaries”? What does it mean to “act with care, skill, diligence or prudence”? If Tom Brady’s playbook were written by an ERISA attorney, what would it say. It might go something like this: act solely in the interests of Patriots fans. And, oh, yes, make sure you do it with the care, skill, and prudence of other professional quarterbacks. I’ve read the rule thousands of times. I can’t find anything in it that gives specific steps. This means that every plan fiduciary has to fill in the blanks. *And the basic approach employers use to satisfy the standard is process, procedure, and documentation. 



Is your process good enough?

• Key elements
–Meet regularly
–Education
–Use of experts
–Documentation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Procedural prudence” decreases the chances of being sued and the costs of litigation. Whether it’s picking and monitoring plan investments or selecting service providers, if you follow a reasonable process, you are in a good place. But last year’s litigation suggests that having a reasonable process, may not be enough. What do I mean? Let’s start with the building blocks of good process and procedure.--- One: plan fiduciaries must meet regularly to discuss key plan matters.--- Two: plan fiduciaries must educate themselves on their plans – specifically -- and plan issues -- generally. --- Three: plan fiduciaries must use experts when they can’t handle particular issues themselves. --- Four: Decisions must get documented. But the upshot of the 2016 litigation is that even if you have good process, you can still get sued. I’ll show you why. *I see three areas of vulnerability coming out of last year’s litigation.



Is your process good enough?

• Vulnerabilities surfaced in 2016
–Leverage
–Homework
–Not seeing the future
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
They are: ---The the failure to use leverage ---- The second is not doing your homework.--- And the third is the failure to see the future This last bullet is a bit of a joke.  We all know that no one can see the future – not even plan fiduciaries. What I mean by this is that plaintiff’s attorneys are asserting that the quality of fiduciary process should be measured by the outcome of the decision. Each of these vulnerabilities can be defended against and I’ll talk about that in a few slides. *Let’s look at leverage. 



Leverage Fails

• Use of asset size to lower fees
• Cheap may not be cheap enough
• Key questions for plan sponsors
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Bell v. Anthem

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everyone knows when you have a lot of money to spend you can usually get a better deal. If you have a lot of plan assets, you are going to get lower fees.  A billion dollar plan should not be paying the same fees as a $100K start-up. Your response to what I just said, was probably, tell me something I don’t know.” Okay, I will.  In , the plan sponsor thought they had worked out a pretty sweet deal for their plan. They chose Vanguard funds charging 4 bps --- this, when average fees for similar funds were 25. That wasn’t good enough for plan participants.. They said Anthem could have done better. They could have gotten the same Vanguard funds at 2 bps. This choice, the plaintiffs allege, cost the plan $18M dollars. Most neutral observers would say that 4 bps is a pretty low and pretty reasonable fee and that the plan sponsor did use its leverage. No one really believes (except the plaintiff attorneys) that you have to squeeze the last penny out of a plan provider in order to effectively use your leverage. But how much leverage is enough leverage? The lawsuits should remind plan fiduciaries of two questions that always should be asked: The first is, “Have we gotten the best price we can get? The second is, “have we fully documented our decision-making?  *Let’s look at homework fails. 



Have you done your homework? 
(Part I)

• Understanding costs & investments
• Excessive fees
• Inexperienced TDF managers
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Johnson et. al. v. Fujitsu Technology 
and Business of America, Inc. et. al. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You are not going to make a good buying decision if you don’t know the product or service your buying or the market for it. ---whether it’s a car or a plan service. In Fujitsu, it appears the plan fiduciaries didn’t  know what they were buying or the market for it. --- First, they approved fees that were three times the fees paid by similar plans --- Second, they created custom target date funds that were managed by a manager with no experience with that kind of fund. (The funds then went on to underperform the market significantly.) The question is what were the plan fiduciaries doing prior to making their decisions. Did they ask questions like? --- What are other plans paying for the services provided them? --- Why should we use a custom TDF when off-the-shelf investments are available? --- Who is the manager of the TDF and what is their track record?  *Let’s look at another type of homework fail.



Have you done your homework? 
(Part II)

• Deviation of fund investments from typical 
mix

• Reading labels
• Plan sponsor obligations
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Ellis v. Fidelity Management 
Trust Company 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Ellis v. Fidelity Management the participants in the Barnes & Noble plan claimed that the plan’s stable value fund was a bad investment. They said that the fund’s manager, Fidelity, deviated from the typical investment mix for SVFs to the detriment of the plan. The participants said the fund performed poorly because Fidelity adopted an unduly conservative investment strategy for a fund of this type. (Fidelity invested in shorter average duration securities, like money markets, instead of investing in longer duration bonds). Although this litigation is against Fidelity, not a plan sponsor, it should worry plan sponsors. Shouldn’t they know whether the investments within a mutual fund investment match the fund’s label? In other words, shouldn’t plan fiduciaries be reading the ingredient labels? *Let’s move on to the problem of failing to see the future I mentioned earlier.



Crystal Ball “Fails”

• Pledger v. Reliance 
• White v. Chevron

– Are plan fiduciaries really required to know the 
future?

– Money market v. stable value funds
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everybody is clairvoyant, right? You can see the future whenever you want. This is obviously not true. But the plaintiffs in the cases shown on this slide did. In Pledger the plan participants said that the money market funds chosen for the fund lineup could not keep up with inflation ---that they should have been invested in stable value funds. --- In White v. Chevron plan participants said the opposite. They claimed plan fiduciaries should have invested in a money market fund instead of a stable value fund --- that they should have opted for a lower-cost Vanguard money market fund. So we have two cases here: one saying the stable value fund would have been the better investment; the other saying the money market would have been the better investment. Both cases are based on comparing the chosen investment to an alternative investment that might have been chosen and that happened to do better. The argument is scary. This is because it suggests that plan fiduciaries have liability for investments reasonably chosen just because an alternative investment did better. So we have litigation that highlights three areas of concern: leverage, homework fails and crystal ball fails *Where are these cases going?



The Import of the Litigation

• Some will fail
• Process/procedure will be more closely 

examined
• Play defense
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
No one knows. They are just past the complaint stage. Some of them will fail and some already have. But it doesn’t really matter. The quality of plan decision-making is at play. There will be more of these types of cases filed in the coming years. This heightens the risks for both plan sponsors and advisers. Also, the Tibble v. Edison decision of  a couple years ago by the U.S. Supreme Court makes clear that this exposure can extend for years. This makes it wise for plan fiduciaries to be very proactive in building walls against attacks that are based on quality of process. * So what can you do to help their clients? 



What Can Advisers Do to Help 
Clients?

• Build on your base, then
– Refine processes
– Help clients leverage
– Document
– Educate your clients
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[You probably already have helped your clients set up  a good fiduciary process. You’ve helped the client set up a regular calendar of meetings for review of plan matters.  You bring investment information to their attention. You assist them with their decision-making and help them substantiate it with written records. Perhaps you’ve helped them set up a committee and a committee charter. So what you can do is help them improve what they already have. It’s a small step for you.  You can help them reviewi existing processes and procedures for improvements – the review should be systematic and recurring. You can help them apply the most leverage they have and document your efforts when buying services– you don’t want to be the next Bell v. Anthem) You make sure they get all the information they need to make the best decisions -- So they won’t be the next Fujitsu or Ellis). You can help them carefully document choices between investments in the same investment class or category  --- you don’t have to have a crystal ball but documenting plan decision making is a must. And, finally, look for ways to help your clients get smarter. Educating them is important. Thist makes your clients better fiduciaries and protects them and you from liability.   



Conclusion
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 2016 litigation puts advisers in a both defensive and offensive position. If you do not respond to it by working on your defenses you are left vulnerable. On the other hand, by responding, you are reducing everyone’s exposure to liability. You are also providing great value to your clients. In a half hour or less it is not possible to cover the nitty-gritty detail of ERISA process & procedure. For experienced hands you know already what that is about. You also know the value of building a solid team around you. TPAs, CPAs, and attorneys can be part of the team --- making the whole greater than the sum of the parts. And remember there is no one better positioned than you to help your clients. This will take less effort than you might think, especially if you already have existing processes in place. I’d be happy to take your questions now.] 



Questions?
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Contact Information
Author of the Fiduciary Responsibility eSource:

Chuck Humphrey
Law Office of Charles G. Humphrey

(716) 465-7505 
chumphrey@cghbenefitslaw.com

ERISApedia.com:
Chuck Gouge

(704) 577-3384
cgouge@erisapedia.com
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